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Part 3: Opportunities

Covid 19 is affecting us all in a lot of different ways, the situation is still

uncertain as to what we will face moving forward. As clubs we are all

finding ways to deal with the complexity of Covid 19 and needing to be

agile in how we respond to the ever changing circumstances and make

the most of the opportunities this provides. To help highlight some of

the great actions and thinking being undertaken we have posed a series

of questions to a number of managers/administrators across New

Zealand to see how they are responding. Here are their answers.

What is the greatest opportunity for your club to arise

out of the Covid crisis?

Royal Wellington Golf Club

Dylan Lindstrom

I believe there will be opportunities for the sport in general;

People will be looking for organised sport/activity and golf

will be able to be played sooner than most sports. This gives

golf the opportunity to attract new players from other codes. 

 

Clubs themselves will be given a ‘social licence’ by their

members to make decisions to ensure their futures. This

may mean changing their identity to target a certain

demographic, or in some cases it may mean partnerships or

amalgamation between clubs. 

With international leisure travel likely to be off the table for the next 12 months we

expect an increase in domestic golf tourism, with golfers exploring some of the

wonderful golf courses in their own backyard. This is where clubs can work with

neighbouring clubs to provide multi-course options for visitors to their area.



Pegasus Golf Club

Aiden Berry
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Waitemata Golf Club

Hayden McCallum

I think we have a huge opportunity to grow membership

once we get back to things being kind of normal. There are

a lot of people that play golf casually and we could turn

them into members. They might play winter sports such as

rugby and soccer which won’t be happening this year. Also

a great opportunity to build on the work we have done with

the community. Hopefully increase the volume of people

using the café etc. as well as the golf course. Promote social

events such as winemakers’ dinners happening later in the

year. 

Spending the time on the course to get this into great

condition going into the colder winter months. With no

golfers on the course the turf is definitely looking healthier

and more time to get essential work done at the best times

of the day. By the time we re-open the course will be able

to re-open, the likelihood is there will be changes to the

way we have to operate but this can also allow for changes

to be made to tee time structures and reduced playing days

through Winter that we have been wanting to test. Our

culture has definitely blossomed as a club through this

lockdown so will be exciting to see how this develops over

the coming months and beyond

Ttitirangi Golf Club

Richard Nauck

It is unprecedented for us to have the ability to do work on

our course and on our facilities in the absence of daily

members.  We will use this time to raise the standard of

presentation in as many areas as possible with the time

provided.
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Te Awamutu Golf Club

David Seager
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Hopefully, members will realign their thoughts to being a

club member and all that goes with the privilege of being a

member. Perhaps over the years people have become

consumers / purchases of golf and lost sight of being a

member of a club.

Pupuke Golf Club

Matthew Owen

Where are we lacking and not providing value for our

members and how can this be addressed?

Paraparumu Golf Club

Leo Barber

Society might pull back and slow down.  The social

interaction and space of a golf course could be very

advantageous for people during this new normal.  There

will be opportunities around domestic tourism with

international borders restricted and those that might now

have more time for pursuits such as golf.

Whangamata Golf Club

Darren Harpur

Hopefully, members will realign their thoughts to being a

club member and all that goes with the privilege of being a

member. Perhaps over the years people have become

consumers / purchases of golf and lost sight of being a

member of a club.
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Muriwai Golf Club

Andrew Jackson

Tauranga Golf Club

Michelle Towersay

Chance to hit the reset button, change up the tee sheets to

suit better availability for members and green fee players.

 

Staff will be refreshed, mental health will be improved.

 

Biggest opportunity will be domestic golf travel as the

borders will no doubt be closed for some time and many

people will be unable/reluctant to travel overseas.

For the members, and community, to realise what they

have. You don’t know what you’ve got till it’s gone!

 

Some things in life are taken for granted. I feel we will have

a more interactive membership after lock down.

St Andrews Golf Club

Travis Gawler

The realisation that we can do more with less. A substantial

chunk of the club is still made up of loyal club members

who happily support and contribute. Our opportunity is to

firm that feeling up with even more members to ensure the

club survives – and prospers.

Lakeview Golf Club

Sue Falconer

The opportunity of getting other sporting codes who may

not be able to play their sport involved in golf maybe.

Hopefully capitalise on the great social distancing

opportunity that golf offers.
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Manawatu Golf Club

Warren Collett
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Ohope Golf Club

Lee-Anne Clark

Tasman Golf Association

Nick Loach

Streamlining our processes, looking at our expenditure and

where we can make savings going forward, reviewing our

operations and looking at enhancing our social media

presence.

The greatest I believe must be the opportunity to boost

awareness of golfing opportunities and facilities within

communities. Golf clubs have a great opportunity to

advertise a game involving exercise, which is played over a

prolonged period of time while being competitive or social.

This is all during a time in life where prolonged periods of

exercise and most forms of close contact has been cut

down completely. We must assume the desire to golf has

been increased in all this, posing a great opportunity for all

clubs.

People have had an opportunity to purchase goods from

different channels during lockdown and there is a real

possibility they may continue to do so post lockdown. We

are looking at an online portal and this would encompass

the Golf Shop and the Café. Pre lockdown we sold 100

frozen meals in a couple of hours and this will be a part of

the Club’s business that we will be putting strong emphasis

on in the short term. This will provide work for staff if the

café is slow to bounce back and will also give us the chance

to go out to all past business’s that have supported the Club.

We are going to have to turn negatives into positives as we

are going into the unknown.
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Russley Golf Club

Giles Beal

Waihi Golf Club

David Campbell 

Hastings Golf Club

Michelle Campbell

We can bring in positive changes in the running of the club,

hopefully without the vocal minority getting in the way.

We are now in a position to take a higher level look at

operations assess if what we have is working or if it’s time

to make some amendments and come out the other side in

a stronger position.

Renewed commercial focus on improving quality and

offering to attract and retain members

Helensville Golf Club

Sandy March

The opportunity to Start again, with new ideas and the

experience of the past, we are in a great position to

relaunch with buy in from our staff who have already

contributed a lot of ideas. Even though we are a little way

off starting, there is already a buzz amongst staff who are

feeling empowerment with shaping the clubs future.
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Bay of Plenty Golf

Chris McAlpine

Otago Golf Club

Shelley Duncan

Omokoroa Golf Club

Megan Calder

Continue to grow the community spirit within the club, take

care of our membership and what they all bring to the club.

We will need to promote our club locally to Kiwis to try and

gain back some of the green fee, cart revenue and sales

income that we will lose from the lack of overseas tourists.

We are fortunate that we don’t rely on this income heavily,

we have revised our budgets through till the end of Feb 2021

with no international income and will make a small loss for

the year. I have been extremely humbled by the

membership at our club and their support for the club at this

time and believe we will be stronger going forward.

Firstly I believe your most important clients are the ones

you’ve got so first look after them. I have many asking how

they can help so it is an ideal time to engage volunteers on

the way back. With Level 3 it may well be volunteers who

“oversee” those that venture out as the Pro shop won’t be

manned.

An ideal time for Club Captains to come up with novel formats given the

limitations on the course. A great opportunity to get fun back into the game as

opposed to competitiveness.  Do things like potatoes on the green to make

putting an obstacle course. Use different tees and fairways etc. Until we get the

course back to standard just keep it fun. 

 

Have Sunday as Funday and get non-members engaging with members as a

promotional exercise. Great opportunity for kids Funday either with caregivers or

with other kids. Random Ambrose competitions with a mix of members & non-

members. 

People are finally going to have to learn to use the online

tee booking system we put in place a few months back! 

And the new DotGolf website with member directory

instead of printed yearbook.  Yah! 
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Canterbury Golf

Grant Lewis

Waikato Golf Association

Terry Booth

Because of golf's unique social distancing advantage there

will be increased demand. Use this opportunity to improve

the experience you provide to members and casual players

whilst maximising the income opportunity. Remember -

people never complain about price when they perceive they

are getting value.

I believe the best opportunity as mentioned above, will be

through total support from membership and the clubs

ability to add value to the membership model to ensure that

this support is forthcoming from members, be they existing

or new members who wish to take up playing our great

game! It will only be through a united front and the hard

yards being done by everyone involved with club, that we

will eventually survive this crisis and build an even stronger

platform for the clubs going forward

Ngaruawahia Golf Club

Peter Arndell

Revisit current systems to improve the Club both

internally and externally, increased training, consistent

communication

Avondale Golf Club

Richard Sinclair

To thank our members and remind them it could not have

been survived without them.

 

To highlight the importance and relation between their

investment and their clubs viability long term. They will be

the heroes of their own club.
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